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Dordrecht was engulfed
by riots





Provincial legislature
Meeting

Shops were looted—
innocent were victims

Police discovered dens
of drugs

By H. Ndlamhlaba & M. Mbebe

P ROV INC IAL L EGIS L ATURE MEETING
Dordrecht

community
was awoken to scores of
cars caring government official—those were members of Parliament —the
Provincial legislature from
Bhisho the Capital town of
Eastern Cape. They came
to listen to Dordrecht
community.
The government official
saw for themselves the
poor service delivery, the
decaying
infrastructure,
indifference of municipal
management , and were
told about allegations of
rampant corruption. They
were told that government
official no longer care or
listen to community members—instead they take
them
for
granted—
democracy appears to be
upside down. Its government official who do as
they pleas and people are
left to pay the price. SANCO is the organisation that
fight for social or community needs and wants.
SANCO wrote a letter to
Provincial Legislature listing all the complains they
have with the government
administration.
Among the listed complains and allegations are
the following: Equality,

nepotism, ramped corruption
and failure of the following
service providers such as social Development, South African Police Service, Magistrate Court, Agriculture to
name just a few.
They say there was a deliberate agenda by same members of municipality of weakening Dordrecht and making
it desolate, poor and under
developed. They allege that
most of municipality project
are not finished—jobs such
as building of Halls, roads,
water infrastructure, electricity boxes, RDP houses and so
forth.
This infuriates members of
community to the point of violent riots.
They accuse the government
official of lies, dishonest and
tyranny—they
rule
by
threads and intimidations
while ignoring social grievances.

SANCO says there was a tender
for 259 houses for old location
that has trembling and falling
houses of Nxomfu and Maramastad.

However Human Settlement is
talking about building 150 instead of that 259 as it was
agreed to from the first agreement when the Project was
launched; and the
CLO that leads the project and
manages it was paid for the job
that was never done.
According to SANCO, the government officials says that the
company which is Habitat
Company that won the tender
has since rejected the tender or
no longer wish to fulfil its obligation —there is no straight answer from the official as why
the company is not building the
houses, whether the company
was paid or what happed to the
money budgeted to build houses.
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DORDRECHT WAS ENGULFED BY RIOTS
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The number of shops looted fares above 30 %.
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Policemen & community people of Dordrecht

hall, then Dordrecht will

the dairy building that went

Dordrecht must divorce
the unity it has with
Emalahleni Municipality
and be not ruled by Lady
Frere—and form its new
and independent municipality.
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employment and poverty.
opening will improve
They want newThe
progressive,
lives off many people. It
working and competent
mu-for
will contribute positive
community at large
and
nicipality with qualified
peoboost economy of the
ple.
town.

They want Dordrecht equipment's that are in Lady Frere
be brought back; equipment
and facilities such as +-40
computers, the collage that
was dissolved, SASSA office
for administration of social
grants and old age pension,
big screen TV and so forth.
Practical and continues progress on service delivery such
as water, sanitation , RDP
houses and functioning Police
service.

The must be probe or
investigation against the
entire municipality led
by independent unity The Premier accepted the written
such as Hawks and fi- demands and promised to act
nancial forensic.
swiftly. He spent time talking to
The Mayor must resign community members urging them
with her entire Admin- not to lose hope in the ruling party—he further promise to heed to
istration.

all demand within seven days. He
left with his convoy heavy guarded
by police and riot police unity.
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SHOPS WERE LOOTED—INNOCENT WERE VICTIMS
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Broken Windows at Library

The number of shops looted fares
above 30 %.

Some of shop that were vandalised

Police discovered dens of drugs
With

the arrival of

dence to allegations that

our police service might be
new police units, there
compromised to criminals.
was burst of drugs all
The new units arrested a
over the community.
The old age home is surviving The issue of train will be clear
as it provides its service to by next year, we assume it will
sizeable number of drug
senior citizens. Though they go hand in hand with the
This can be contributed
experience challenges from construction of solar panel .
dealers across the communitime to time
but they man- So far there is no tangible
to newly arrived
police
aged well and doing their best result from the ground.
ty.
to fulfill their duties.
officers who are not soThey are also grateful for the
This turn of event infuriatsupport they
get from Nethercialising with drug
lords.
lands such as donation and
ed the community members
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confirming community
and nothing was done about
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will do as he promised—to
lice are incapable of
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fighting drugs and
about Dordrecht corruption
crime—this gives creallegations.

Squad who searches Drugs
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THE ROLE PLAYED BY CLUSTER COMMANDER AT DORDRECHT

Cluster Commander Mrs. Vimbayo is one
of those who
played a pivotal role by
maintaining stability, law and order in the
mist of angry community members. This

dirty stain not only for Dordrecht township but
for South Africa as a whole—it would be known
for xenophophic tendency that would be bad for
investment and employment for its youth.

anger is caused by being ignored by government officials after they sent their request

She was the one who initiated and led the operation against drug dealers that saw a numbers of

and complains.

drug dealers arrested and confiscated a large
quantity of drugs such as Tik. She was not deal-

She was the one who called the Premier insisting and asking him to come urgently because the town was engulf by riot and fire
and police officers were unable to cope—she
insisted to the Premier that the destruction

ing with Dordrecht alone—she had to come from
Barkly East to Dordrecht on daily bases to resolve challenges.
She proved herself to be well adapt for her duties and competent leader with sufficient expe-

to the town would be devastating if he de-

rience to deal with challenges.

layed coming—given that riots could lead to
burning of municipality buildings.

Had she mismanaged the riots—that would have

She kept the lines of communication
opened throughout the riot period for both
parties. She maintained good working relationship with community leader, as she does
with the Premier.

led to worse outcome even the lose of life. But
we must be thankful to her experience —police
were not allowed to use excessive force. She contacted community leaders on regular bases and
coordinated with them ways of dealing with riots.

She said the looting of foreigners shop was a
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News

Vision
Dordrecht News is to inform community of
Dordrecht and beyond.

11 Van Zyl Street
43 Grey street, Dordrecht, Eastern Cape,
5435
Phone/Fax: +27 45 943 1335
Mobile: +27 82 653 4148/+27 74 415 0185
Email: TheForecourt@gmail.com

Dordrecht
5435

Mission
Is to inform society, to improve their under-

Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:

(045) 942 1565
(086) 045 4142
ddxnews@gmail.com

standing about social development and to
educate our community and South Africa

“Knowledge is power”

